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Back to a SImpler Time

e have several bathrooms in our
husbands: the “special order catalog.” The
home and I have not been in a
one thing that I know about the special
couple of them since I installed
order catalog is that everything in it will
the toilet paper holders and shower doors
automatically cost 50 percent more.
when we first built the house. However, the
As the pages of the special order catbathroom located on our first floor and I
alog blurred before my eyes, my mind
have a long and personal relationship. As
slipped back to my childhood and a much
a matter of fact, that is where most of my
simpler time. When growing up in rural
current outdoor reference material, as well
Pennsylvania in the 40s, going to the bathas all of my hunting and fishing catalogs, is
room meant putting on your boots and a
stored. When my wife recently informed me
coat and depending upon the time of the
that we needed a new commode seat in that
year, you might have needed a hat. Yes,
bathroom, she definitely got my attention. At
folks, I am talking about an outhouse.
first, I feared that she was thinking of remodWhen I say “outhouse,” I am not referring
eling that room, which could have caused
to a blue and white plastic porta-potty that
by John Kasun
me great personal stress. She assured me,
you might see on a construction site or at
however, that she only wanted to replace the
a fairground. The outhouse that I grew up
commode seat, which she claimed did not fit properly.
with was made of weathered wood with a half moon cut in
Personally, I thought the seat fit just fine; as a matter the door. Inside was a simple wooden seat with two holes,
of fact, I classified it as downright comfortable. However, I referred to as a “two holer.” Although at the time that made a
soon found out that what my wife was referring to as “fit” lot of sense, now, as I think back on it, I never remember sitwas the contour of the seat in relationship to the style of ting in the outhouse with anyone and holding a meaningful
the commode. Now, let me tell you that men do not get too conversation, so I am not really sure what the second hole
worked up about style when it comes to a commode seat. I was for. As far as reading, well, that was a different story.
have improvised various sizes and configurations of logs and There was seldom enough light in the outhouse to read by
rocks on numerous hunting and fishing trips across North unless you left the door open but every outhouse did have a
America with great success. My main concern with a toilet Sears and Roebuck catalog inside. However, in this case, the
seat in my home is whether it provides adequate support catalog was not for reading. Let me just say as a way of explawhen long periods of sitting are required, such as when the nation for those of you unfamiliar with outhouse etiquette
latest Cabela’s catalog or ArrowTrade’s ATA Edition arrives. that the Sears and Roebuck catalog was the “Charmin” of
Of course, it also helps if the seat keeps me from dozing off those early days. However, I never heard anyone say, “Please
and falling through.
don’t squeeze the catalog.”
Because I have such a close personal relationship with
Suddenly, I was jolted back to reality as my eye caught
the commode seat in question, I offered to pick one up the novelty section of the special order catalog. Staring back
the next time I was out but the look on my wife’s face said at me from the pages were commode seats made of clear
she was going along. That look told me there was more to plastic in which various objects were embedded. There were
selecting a toilet seat than met the eye. After several days of a camouflage seat and one model that had barbed wire
failing to find the right size, color or shape of seat in any of while another had rifle shells and yet another had fishing
the home repair stores, I found myself being towed into a lures complete with hooks. My personal favorite, however,
bathroom specialty shop with a French sounding name that was the one with money molded into the seat. “How about
I could not pronounce. I was told by the greeter, in a French this one?” I asked, trying to influence the decision. My wife’s
accent, that the name meant “Beautiful Bathroom.” I had a face turned a little red as the salesman snickered under
feeling this seat would be very expensive, as a first glance at his breath. As they continued leafing through the catalog,
the showroom display showed hundreds of different seats. I somehow knew that my suggestions were not going to be
As my wife talked to the salesman, I soon learned that there taken seriously.
were round seats, elongated seats, slim contour seats, cushLooking up from the catalog, my wife announced in a
ioned seats, concave seats and seats that lowered or raised solemn tone, “I don’t see anything that I like and besides, I
themselves automatically.
have been thinking that we should just remodel the entire
As if that were not bad enough, the seats also came in a bathroom.” Turning to me, she asked, “How difficult do you
variety of colors, such as taupe, lavender, pearl white, mid- think that will be?”
night black, beige, surf blue and sunshine yellow, to name
“Should be simple,” I said. “All I need is a smooth, flat
just a few. When my wife and the salesman had eliminated board with a hole in it and a Sears and Roebuck catalog.”
all the in-stock samples, they turned to the dread of all
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